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We should like to reiterate that ORSTOM*S work consists of conducticg

and developing.basic: research ,-with a view to documenting agricultural and

animal production and' collecting basic data on the natural and human environment

outside the temperate zones and, in particular, in the"equatorial, tropical and
arid zones.

. This research,, whicb ^s in many instances, carried out at the request of

the States concerned, leads mainly'to th'e establishment of thematic maps

based on the data and results provided, by the .researchers in their different
scientific disciplines. . ','■-:■

The report presented at Nairobi gave details or 430 published thematic

maps; at Tunisia, further 1,0.3. had to bemadded-to this list. .The Cartographic

Service of ORSTOM has now. produced an additional 230 sheets of the African
and Malagasy areas alone*. ; """ " ■ : r " ; ■

The progress made cannot be measured in quantitative terms alone;.there

have also been significant advances in the technical fields of representation
and standardization, . . ■;■-...,■ . ■.. ■ ; . ' •

Systematic mapping has continued' within the boundaries of the States con

cerned, at the request of the respective government departments. A case in

point is. the capping cf the Central African Republic, the>first sheets of

which should appear early in.1913, the-scale of. publication being 1:200,00O

(surveys on the scale; of J:50,000), and which constitute a-.continuation of the
pedological cbveragW'of 'Chad, also on the scale of 1:200v'00bo

* We point out, by way of information, that many of the maps produced by

ORSTOM in the same period, were devoted to certain areas of the South Pacific,

South America and the Antilles; others relating to Africa, were prepared by

our research workers, but were not executed by ORSTOM'S Cartographic Service.
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Side by side with this cartographic work, the training or specialization

of cartographic draughtsmen has continued either in the ORSTOM centres set up

in Africa, or in France at the Services Scientifiques Centraux (Bondy); in
our case( of course, this involves further training in the fields of thematic

mapping. The advantage of these training courses in France and on-the-spot

training programmes, is that, for any given theme, they permit contact

between the cartographic draughtsman and the scientific specialists in the

theme concerned. This enables the cartographic draughtsman to participate

in the preparation of the map at a level corresponding to his qualifications.

These training courses have always given excellent results. ,

Details of the work published in the different scientific"disciplines

are given

PEDOLOGY

Large and medium-scale maps

Cameroon

- Schematic soil map of the Noun Valley and its environs (1:200,000);'

* Soil map of Cameroon (1:50,000): Ngaoundere Id - Bafia 2a - Bafia 2c

— Bafia 2d — Bafoussara 3d - Bafoussam 4c; ' .'

* Map.of possible agricultural uses ( '1:50,000) : Bafoussam 3d -

—Bafoussara 4C* ■ "

Senegal

- Soil nap of the Senegal delta. Salinity characteristics (1:50,000); .

* Soil survey map of eastern Senegal (1:200,000)

Sheets of Kedougou, Kossanto-Kenieba, Bakel, Tambacounda

* Soil map of Middle Casamance - Senegal (1:200,000)

- Soil map of the Ivory Coast sedimentary basin (1:200,000)

* Soil survey map of the Republic of Niger : Niamey (1:500,000) .

- Soil survey map of Gabon : Libreville-Kango (1:200,000)

-Soil map of the Congo : Sibiti-Est (1:500,000)

* Soil map of Madagascar : liangoky Delta, Tanamanintsky sector — 19^9

mission — 2 sheets: EaBt and West (1:10,000)

* Tulear sheets C.58 and D.58 (1:100,000) . . . .

* In Chad, publication of the. 1:200,000 map has continued with the

production of 14 regular sheets covering: .

Abou Deia, Mangalrae, Am Dam, Am Timan,:> Niellira, Singake, Djouna,

Moundou, Koumra, Fianga, Lai, Lere, Bousso, Bongor.
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* An part"of-aLUnited' Nations'Special Fund pedolbgicai-hydrological'
project, ORSTOM, working in collaboration with the United Nations

Food and Agriculture Organization, carried out the following work

in Togo (1:50,000):' ......

.. "." Savanna region: Soil'map in 5 sheets; :'■ ■.

■ Map of present' productivity in 5 sheets;

' . '■■ ■■•■■■'Hap-o'f potential productivity in'5 sheets;'

Maritime region: Soil map in 5 sheets;

liap of present productivity in 5 sheets;

Map of potential productivity in 5 sheets.

* Soil survey map of the Republic of Upper:Volta (1:500,000) in 5 sheets

' .,,,,:. .coyering-the following areas: North Central, South Central, Korth-

"'"' west, .South-vest, East. . . , .,.■.,.■.

Small^-scale maps

- Soil map.of Togo (i.:1,000,000); ... ..-/■; ._ :. ..

- Soil map of Dahomey (1:1,000,000);

- Soil map of Chad (1:1,000,000) in 2 sheets: East and West;

- Soil'm£p of Madagascar (t:1,000,000) in 3 sheets : North/'Centre,'"
v." and South; ■■:.■.:. ■*..-:

- Soil map of "western Cameroon" 1970 - 1971 (1:1,000,000);

- Preparation in three sheets of the map of salt soils in Africa

(1 :5,000,000). . . «■

GEOPHYSICS

- Maps of magnetic bases of Mauritania (1:5,000,000)
3 sheets : D - Z - H'components '

- Gravimetric map :of. Niger .(i.:1,000,000) ■ ,. '. . - .;. ..
5 sheets,: North-west Niger, Nc-rth-reast,- West, Centre,- South-east.

- Map of magnetic base's' of Niger and Western Chad (1:5,000,000) ■

5 sheets: D, H, I, Z, and P components. '

- Gravimetric map of the Republic of Chad (1:1,000,000)

6 sheets: Tibesti, Erdist Kanem, Ouaddai, Logone, Salaraat;

-:Kadagascar— Bemanevika- (1:3,000)

5 sheetBt Bouguer ancmalieBf residual anomalies, plan of position

and regional anomaly adopted, topography, transformed map (vertical
gradient); .■'■'•■' ■

- Qeophysical contribution to geological knowledge of the Lake .Chad

' Basin (ORSTOM memo.-N6.42). ;..- ... ...

- Geological and gravimetric sketch-map of the Chad Basin (1:5,000,000);

- Gravimetric map of the Chad Basin - Bouguer anomalies (d = 2.67)

(1:3,000,000).
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- Gravimetric..map of the Chad Basin - Isostatic anomalies - Airy!s

. hypothesis (30km) - (i:3,000,000); - ■

- Geology and geophysics of Tenere (1:12f500,000)

* Gravimetric diagram of West and Central Africa (1:12,500,000)

* Geology and geophysics of the areas north of the Lake (1:12,500,000)

* Geology and geophysics of southern Chad (1 :2,000,000) , .*-'

* Geology and gravimetry of the Chad central massif (1:2,000,000)

* Structural sketch map of West and Central Africa (1:12,500,000)

.-...-.- ARCHEOLOGY..

- Work by agreement with the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

. (CNRS). ■ Ar.cheological map.of the area surrounding Lake Chad:

■•^"Principal' migratory movements and distribution of site's in relation

to the principal methods used by the first known inhabitants

(hunting with assegai, with bow and arrow, fishing) 2 sheets (1:3»00,000).

-Distribution of uninhabited and inhabited sites : 2 sheets (i:3o6,o6o).

-Distribution of archeological sites: 2 sheets (1:300,000).

G30L0GY

Geological sketch map.of the tertiary and quarternary formations

of Chad (south of the 16° parallel: 1:1,000,000), 2 sheets, r East
and West, -

HYDROLOGY . ■

Hydrological sketch map of Chad -(1:1*500,000).

OCEANOGRAPHY

Index chart of soundings taken off the Liberian coast;

Topography of the Liberian continental shelf - 3 sheets;

Index chart of soundings taken off the Ivory Coast;'

Topography of the continental shelf of the Ivory Coast;

Map of floor of continental shelf - Togo, Dahomey.

Dredging positions. ■ . '

VEGETATION-

Sketch of vegetation coverage of Chad in relation to soils, so^uth

of the 16°' parallel (1:1,500,000).

GEOGRAPHY

Togo: Settlement of agricultural immigration areas (1:^1000,000)'

Land use patterns, Upper Volta (1:1,000,000)

Mokyo settlement area - Map iI°-9.
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Atlas:" of'.agrarian' structures south of the Sahara'" : ' ' . '

These atlases show, in cartographic form, the relationships existing

between ^small human settlements (generally villages') and .the .areas"'
: whibh th'ey :farm for their subsistence (e.g. : natural environment,

•hum'an environment; land tenure system, crops, crop rotations, farming

methods,-etc.)*"1 ' - •

■ - N°,2: (Upper Volta) - Tiogo - 8 sheets: geographical situation of the
'■■ --v ' Lela area (1:2,000,000) situation of Tiogo (1:300,000), layout

plan of settlement (1 :5,000),, survey of "Gv/ara" crops in 1962
(1-:5,OOO>, detailed plan of village centre (1 :2,000), land
tenure structures (1:5,000), area of fields cleared from.the
bush (1: 20,000), apportionment and boundaries of village

•■■-; 'land-(t:2;0,000). / " ' ' "'

• •' '^N0.3:' '(Cameroon)- - Zengaga - 5 sheets (1:10,000): natural environment
■>.;■'..v;-..-/-. . and permanent settlement, ' Customary distribution of lands.

First season crops (August - December 1°/63), Second season crops.
(March - July 1964). Area under cultivation between I^d'and''■*
1964.

- N°,4: (Upper .Volta) -Pina - 7;. sheets: village lands in the. Pina area
(1:50,000);-.;■; yegetation,. s.ojLl and hydrographo' (1:7»5QO).
Environment, movement of the Yir (1:7,5OO).- Siate, of crops

in 1963 (1:7i5OO) State of crops in 1964 (1-:7,5OO) Landed
- properties, 1964 (1:7»5OO) Comparison of areas, developed in 1963
and 1964 (1:7,500). ■ . . ■■■'>.

- N°.6: (Cameroon) -Hodogway -4 sheets (1:3,000); Crops. - methods of
exploitation - Property parcels -Farming parcels.

- N°.7: (Senegal) - Sob - 3 sheets (1:10,Q0Q): Village lands - land
; '■' ;; distributionj-.Land.use in 1967 and 1 sheet (1:20,000): Crop

■ ;-'- ' ■ '■'' ■'■ ' rotat i phi' ' ■ ■* ; ■■-■■■..■ . • . ■-. ■

-'N-°.'8: (Cara'erboh)'- Magoumaz; - Survey of mountain farm tract in the
Mafa regibn-'6 sheets: soil map (1 :5,.OOO), hypBometric map
.(1:.2,OOO), map of terraces (i:2,0Q0), ,map of crops (1:2,000),

-. 1:1. '■'.- property map (1 :2,000),' map of farm holdings (i:2,000).

Regional atlaBes of-Cameroon* .■•-■■..•■■ : .

•Although they are not all subsidized by the Government of the Federal

Republic of Cameroon, this set of Regional Atlases (11 in all) are

regarded1as'of considerable, importance by the State authorities.

... :. 1*. -Regional atlas of the South-East -- . . ; , ' -.

, ,. .6 .sheets .on the.scale of 1:500,000 : Populationmap. Cocoa - Coffee.

:' . , ■ .,.■-■■ ;■ ■ ... . ..Infrastructure. Density.

.../■. ,:...■.- »::■. .. . Reference map: ■ Wrapper tobacco.
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4 sheets on the scale of 1:1,150,000: Farming. Industrial crops. ■

Timber. Hamogeneous areas.

- Regional atlas East 1 - ■ .

5 sheets (1:500,000)«Coffee - Cocoa. Infrastructure. Population.
'■ . Density. Wrapper 'tobacco.

3 sheets (1:1,000,000): Vegetation. Relief, Rainfall,

. ■ * Regional atlas East 2 - ■ '

. 4 sheets (1:500j000): Infrastructure. Population. Cocoa-Coffee.
; " ' . ■ ' Density.

3 sheets (1:1 ^000,000):Vegetation3 Relief. Rainfall;

- Regional atlas West 2 - ■ ■ ' •

8 sheets (1:500,000): Population. Coffee. Livestock breeding,
Education. Infrastructure. Population density.

- Administrative districts. Physical-planning,

. ' 2 sheets of 4 folios (1:1,000,000): Physical environment. Demography.

National atlases

* National atlas of the People's Republic of the Congo

- Climatological and oceanographic aspects -• sheet I

- 5 sheets of Climatology (il, III, IV, V, VI)'

■ - Orohydrography (1:2,000,000) sheet VII
- Geology (1:2,000,000) sheet VIII

-Pedology (1:2,000,000) sheet IX

- Phytogeography (1:2,000,000) sheet X - ■

* National atlas of Cameroon

- Medical map - sheet IX, comprising 5 folios:

Medical infrastructure - 1967 (1:4,000,000); schematic map

showing the distribution of glossinae (tsetse flies) (1:400,000);
Leprosy, situation in 1967 (1:6,000,000); distribution of

. anopheles, vectors of malaria (1:6,000,000); Trypanosomiasis
(sleeping sickness) situation in 1967 (1:6,000,000).

-. Geophysics - sheet VIII: Bouguer anomalies, d-= 2,67'(1:3»000,000)

and 4 folios (1:7,000,000): gravimetric map, isostatic anomalies.

I-Iagnetic map showing declination D. Magnetic map showing H,

horizontal component. Magnetic map showing 2, vertical

component. ■ ■

- Location of human settlements - sheet XI i- 2 sheets: north

and south (1:1,000,000).

In preparation: point representation of the quantitative distribu

tion of the population (i:1,000,000); population distribution
represented by areas of eqiial density (1:2,000,000), and

economic maps (mines, timber, industries, trade).
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* National atlas of the Ivory Coast (

ORSTOM's contribution to the production of the National' Atlas of the

Ivory Coast was provided in collaboration with the Ministry of

Planning of the Ivory Coast and the Institute of Tropical Geography,

University of Abidjan.

The atlas is presented in a bound volume with removable leaves and

with a format of 57 * 42 cm. It will comprise about 110 maps, on

35 coloured sheets on scales from 1:1,000,000 to 1:6.400,000, with

captions printed in black.

The first part, which has already been published, consists of 59 maps

on 15 sheets which deal with: population distribution (2 sheets) -

Rural population density - Education - staple food crops - Industrial

and cash crops - Industrial crops - Livestock. farming - Mining and

industrial enterprises - Abidjan industries - Energy resources -

Handicrafts -./Trade at Abidjan -Towns, the tertiary sector - Monthly

precipitation.'

A second part, which is at present in preparation', will appear

early in 1973.

This atlas will constitute a basic working document in the fields

of education and scientific research. It will permit analysis of

resources and regional disparities and will be of assistance in the

formulation of an economic and physical planning policy.

Regional studies

A number of maps have been produced as part of a study of the "Natural

environment of the Ivory Coast" (ORSTOM Memo N°.5O) the aims of which
are reafforestation and soil conservation - requested by the Ivory Coast

Ministry of Agriculture. They are:

- Pedological sketch map of the Ivory Coast (1:500,000),
4 sheets: North-West, North-East, South-WeBt, South-East;

* Map of the vegetation of the Ivory Coast (1:500,000),

4 sheets: North-West, North-East, South-West, South-East;

* Climatological map of the Ivory Coast, accumulated water shortages

and duration of the dry season (1:1,000,000);

* Data on rainfall in the Ivory Coast (14 folios on the scale of

1:4,000,000).

MISCELLANEOUS

Colour combinations - 1969 edition.

Work marked * was carried out under agreements between the African

States concerned and ORSTOM. - . •




